
OPEN CALL FOR ARTIST SUBMISSIONS

Janji is looking for 3~6x original artworks from 
established or up-and-coming artists in the 

French West Indies to feature within our 
Spring/Summer 2023 collection.

€875 EUR
per artwork for 

repeat use

€425 EUR 
per artwork for 

graphic use

New + Existing Artwork

JANJI.COM1 OPEN CALL

SUBMIT
BY FEB 21!

SOUMETTRE 
AVANT LE 21 

FÉVRIER
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Janji is a small independent apparel brand that creates 
globally-inspired running apparel + gear.

Each one of our apparel collections is inspired by a 
different part of the world where we collaborate with 
local artists on our prints + graphics.

We seek to celebrate diversity through creativity + 
share the community’s views as well as give back to 
the region that informed the designs.

2% from the SS23 collection will be donated toward 
clean water projects in Martinique/Guadaloupe such as 
chlordecone remediation efforts. 

Connecting people, places + cultures through 
running...

ABOUT JANJI



- Drawings (pen, charcoal/graphite, b&w, color, comics)
- Painting (watercolor, acrylic, etc)
- Collage / Mixed media
- Digital Illustration / Painting
- Photography (including photos of sculpture/nature/landscape)
- Poetry

We are looking for original artwork (both new + 
existing!) that can be sublimated (digitally printed) 
or screen printed onto apparel — which means art 
limited to 2D representations. Janji will translate 
the artwork/design into a placed graphic or repeat 
print so do not worry about that.

ACCEPTABLE MEDIUMS

MEDIUMS
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While we like to keep the inspiration open to your 
interpretation, as a performance apparel brand we 
love artwork that... 

honors connection to:

- place + people
- nature + environment
- motion + movement
- cultural significance

Connection to water is also a plus as we 
fundamentally believe that water is a human right 
+ the lifesource of all creatures on our planet.

INSPIRATION
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Send high resolution image/scans of the artwork if 
you can, if not a low-resolution photo will work too

Up to 3x pieces per artist can be submitted 

Any artist or art student from the French West 
Indies is encouraged to participate

Note: if your work is selected, we will need high-res 
(minumum 400dpi) digital files of the artwork to 
translate onto the apparel

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
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Send all artwork to conner@janji.com
Subject line:: JANJI SS23 OPEN CALL + [YOUR NAME]

*please include a short bio + info about your artwork*



Pattern Sketch Translation

REPEAT EXAMPLES

STAGE 1 - PATTERN SKETCH FROM ARTIST STAGE 3 - REPEAT TILE REFINEMENT

STAGE 2 - COLOR APPLICATION

FINAL ARTIST SERIES KIT
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Painting Translation

REPEAT EXAMPLES

STAGE 1 - PAINTING FROM ARTIST STAGE 2 - REPEAT TILE REFINEMENT

FINAL ARTIST SERIES KIT
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Rug/Object Translation

REPEAT EXAMPLES

STAGE 1 - RUG FROM ARTIST STAGE 2 - REPEAT TILE REFINEMENT

FINAL ARTIST SERIES KIT
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SOUMETTRE 
AVANT LE 21 

FÉVRIERArtwork due FEBRUARY 21!

If you are selected we will contact you with further 
details on FEBRUARY 26. 

This may include additional communication 
regarding translation of your artwork into a repeat.

Payment will be processed within two weeks after 
final selection and receipt of high-resolution 
artwork files. Payment will be sent via paypal or 
other similar money service.  

Note: if you are NOT selected, we will not use your 
artwork for any purposes.

DATES + PAYMENT
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CONTACT

Justine, Janji Art + Culture Coordinator  
email — justine@janji.com 

dm — @jfedronic 

We are happy to chat, please reach out with 
any questions — en français c'est bien.

Merci!

QUESTIONS?
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